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While they were talking about this, Jesus himself stood among them and said to them, “Peace be 

with you.” Lk. 24:36 

 

 We love how the Living Christ was made known to the Emmaus disciples in their home 

suddenly in the breaking of bread. Our fascinations with that miraculous appearance may lead us 

to miss the fact that the same Risen Lord appeared to them again a little later on that same night 

when they told the other disciples what had happened to them around their supper table. While 

they were telling the story of their experience Christ stood in the midst of the hearers and spoke, 

making himself known. This is the power of personal testimony. When the word about Christ is 

spoken, he is present. 

 

 My sermons in August are drawing attention to what we need as individuals and as a 

congregation in order to be spiritually healthy now and when we can return to our full schedule 

of in-person congregational life. Among the qualities we need is the power of personal 

testimony. We shall need the ministry of personal testimony wherein individuals give their eye-

witness accounts of how they experienced Jesus or otherwise felt the hand of heaven touching 

their lives. The kind of testimonies I have in mind, like the one that came from the Emmaus 

disciples, report lived experience, are shared with Christian friends, and bring the Living Christ 

into the living present in a living way. 

 

Personal testimonies report lived experience. 

 The Emmaus disciples witnessed to the first-hand account of what had happened to them. 

They told of walking home along the Emmaus road, of being sad, of being met by a stranger 

whom they did not know, of him teaching them along the way, of arriving at their house, of 

inviting the stranger in, and of what happened when they were at supper and the stranger took 

bread, broke it, and how in that moment they recognized it was Jesus, and of how he vanished 

from them quickly in the appearing. 

 

 When it came to the telling of that story of their experience, the Emmaus disciples had 

the authority of authenticity. It was their experience. They knew what had happened to them. 

They did not need to feel intimated. They did not need to feel unsure of themselves. They did not 

have to feel embarrassed over what they did not know about doctrine or scripture or about the 

education or official position they did not have. They had this experience and they knew it. 

 

 What these Emmaus disciples had is something you have. All of you share with them 

some experience of the Living Christ. It isn’t the same experience they had, for all of us are 

different. Our experiences are individual, but we have the same Savior and live under the same 

promise from the same Savior. “And remember,” he said, “I am with you always, to the end of 

the age.” (Mt. 28:20). It is written into his very name. At his birth he was called Emmanuel, God 



with us (Mt. 1:23). So I believe you have had experiences of this Living Christ. I believe it 

because I believe in him and because I take him at his word. 

 

 The experience may have been like this Something happened and you took special notice. 

It fairly well captured your attention if only for a brief bit of time. It may have been some 

thought or something that crossed your line of vision. It may have been a dream you had, a word 

you read, or a word your heard spoken. It gave you some flash of insight. Or it may not have 

been that kind of in-breaking; it may have been some kind of out-pouring from your soul: a 

question in your mind, a struggle you’ve been going through, a prayer that you’ve been praying 

over time. Whatever it has been, you know without a doubt that this has been part of your life. 

You know what happened because you lived it. This lived experience is the stuff of the kind of 

personal testimony we are speaking of now. 

 

Personal testimonies are shared with Christian friends. 

 There is often reaction against giving personal testimony because sharing personal 

testimony is hard. 

 

Giving personal testimony to perfect strangers is extremely difficult. I read the other day 

about a 19
th

 century missionary who honed her missionary skills as a young woman by entering 

the rough neighborhoods of the city in which she lived and going from house to house on cold 

calls (Mary Slessor). That’s hard. I don’t know anyone who does that. I admit I’ve never done 

that. But it is not what we are after here and now. 

 

Giving personal testimony to family members is almost equally as difficult. Gays and 

lesbians often confess that the hardest people they had “coming out” to were the members of 

their own family. In a different realm altogether, one of my own regrets is that I did not pray 

more often with my mother when she was nearing the end of her life. Witnessing to family 

members can be hard; but that is not what we are after here and now. 

 

What we are after here and now is giving personal testimony to our Christian friends. 

That is what the Emmaus disciples did. When they had their experience of the Risen Christ they 

did not first shout it in the streets, go door-to-door, or even race to tell their Aunt Agnes. They 

went first to the congregation of their Christian friends who heard them gladly, largely because 

they had just had a similar experience all their own. They spoke the same language and came 

from the same place. There was mutual understanding and a shared joy. 

 

Giving personal testimony to one’s congregation of Christian friends is relatively easy 

because it is so well-received and strengthening to those who hear. If you want proof of this, 

think only of the popularity of our church’s devotional booklets for Lent. In them members of 

the congregation venture their thoughts, tell of their feelings, speak of their experiences, and 

share their vulnerabilities. No one passes any of this off as ridiculous; people read these 

devotions eagerly and energetically because they find them helpful and strengthening. That help 

and strength is a new appearance of Jesus; it is the power of personal testimony. 

 

I think you have seen and felt this power in our small group fellowships. When someone, 

whether in Koinonia, the men’s group, the Women’s Guild, the Caring Friends, the choir, the 



youth group, or some Christian education class, shares a personal experience or deeply held 

thought, the others listen with interest and find hope and strength. This strengthening is Christ 

appearing; it is the power of personal testimony. 

 

Personal testimonies bring the Living Christ into the living present in a living way. 

 Recall the scene from our text. The Emmaus disciples told their story; they gave an eye-

witness account of what had happened to them. Right along with that telling, in conjunction with 

it, there was a fresh appearing of the Living Christ. 

 

 There is a fresh appearance of the Living Christ among us when someone offers their 

personal testimony because personal testimony makes gospel truth imaginable in present day 

terms. The costumes we wear at Christmas pageants always seem a little silly, a little odd, a little 

strange all because they seem artificial, reflecting something different and far away from our life 

and times. Reading the Bible can seem like that. What do we know about Mt. Sinai, the Sea of 

Galilee, or the Emmaus Road? How can we comprehend the descending dove, the voice from the 

cloud, or the angel song in the Bethlehem hills? But when the thing is put in the language of 

personal testimony, it is no longer distant, no longer from another time, no longer about another 

place. It happened the other day. It is in the language of today and it wears the clothes of today, 

all making it far easier for us to imagine it. 

 

 There is a fresh appearance of the Living Christ among us when someone offers their 

personal testimony because personal testimony makes gospel truth visible through people we 

know. We have no idea what any of the Bible characters looked like. We do not know what Jesus 

looked like. How can we visualize the scene, let us say, of Jesus stopping to help Bartimaeus. 

But we can easily visualize the scene of personal testimony! We know you. We know your face, 

your house, your family, your car – we even know your dog! We can’t picture Bartimaeus or any 

other Bible character, but we can see you and because we can picture the scene of Christ with 

you we can better visualize Christ with us. 

 

 There is a fresh appearance of the Living Christ among us when someone offers their 

personal testimony because personal testimony makes gospel truth compelling. There was a 

woman who could be counted upon to say of a Bible passage in any Bible study she was part of, 

“Well, we don’t know that happened!” By doubting it happened, she could discount it. But it is 

hard to discount personal testimony. You said it happened. You said it happened to you. I believe 

in you. I trust you. And so I am compelled to believe because of you. This did happen. Christ did 

come near. God did speak through some scene, some sense, some moment. 

 

 When I was a young pastor in the Belvidere church I happened to be digging one day 

through the old minutebooks of the Church Council. I came upon this entry from December 2, 

1935: “There was some discussion about getting kindling or cobs to start the furnace. It was left 

to the Trustees to see about getting something.” 

 

 When it comes to lighting a new fire here, let’s not leave it to someone else. Let’s – each 

one of us – be ready to contribute our experience in the faith, the prayers we’ve prayed, the 

struggles we’ve had, the questions we’ve pondered, the thoughts we’ve thought. Let’s supply 

that kindling, and Christ will supply the flame. 


